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Gen Z’s Shopping Behavior

In the realm of e-commerce, the
emergence of Generation Z (Gen Z) has
been a game-changer. Born between
the late 1990s and early 2010s, this
digitally native generation has grown
up in an era of technological
advancements, making them the ideal
target audience for live and video-on-
demand (VOD) shopping experiences.
With their strong desire for
convenience, authenticity, and
interactive engagement, Gen Z
presents a tremendous opportunity for
businesses to revolutionize the retail
landscape in the United States.

Gen Z is known for its unique approach
to shopping, characterized by a blend
of digital savviness and a preference
for personalized experiences. Unlike
previous generations, they have grown
up in an era where smartphones, social
media, and streaming platforms are an
integral part of daily life. 

As a result, they are highly comfortable
with online shopping and have
developed a keen eye for authenticity
and relatability. 

Live and VOD shopping platforms
leverage the power of video content
and real-time engagement to create an
immersive and interactive shopping
experience. This aligns perfectly with
the preferences of Gen Z, who value
transparency, social connection, and
immediate gratification. Through these
platforms, Gen Z can discover new
products, interact with hosts and other
shoppers, and make purchase
decisions in real-time.

Authenticity and Relatability: Gen Z
craves genuine connections with
brands and influencers. Live and VOD
shopping provides a unique
opportunity for them to engage with
real people 

CHAPTER 1

GEN Z: THE UNTAPPED GOLDMINE IN LIVE AND
VOD SHOPPING AND WHY THE LATINO
MARKET LEADS THE WAY
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showcasing products they love. By
witnessing live demonstrations,
unfiltered conversations, and behind-
the-scenes access, Gen Z feels a
stronger connection to the brand and
gains confidence in their purchasing
decisions.

Convenience and Efficiency: Gen Z’s
fast-paced lifestyle demands
convenience and efficiency. Live and
VOD shopping platforms offer
seamless integration with mobile
devices, allowing Gen Z to shop on the
go. These platforms often provide
features like one-click purchasing,
quick product demonstrations, and
real-time customer service, catering to
Gen Z’s need for instant gratification
and streamlined experiences.

Social Shopping Experience: Gen Z
values social validation and seeks
opportunities to engage with their
peers. Live and VOD shopping
platforms provide an interactive
environment where users can share
their experiences, discuss products,
and ask questions in real-time. This
social shopping experience allows Gen
Z to feel a sense of community and
actively participate in the shopping
process.

When speaking about Gen Z we have to
acknowledge the growth of the
multicultural market and specifically
the the Latino market which represents
an incredible opportunity in the live and
VOD shopping landscape, particularly
in the baby, beauty, cooking, and music
categories.

Latinos make up a substantial portion
of the United States population,
accounting for over 60 million people
and representing a diverse range of
backgrounds, cultures, and purchasing
power. As a consumer group, Latinos
exhibit strong brand loyalty, cultural
pride, and a desire for products and
experiences that resonate with their
heritage.

In a recent Televisa Univision article,
“according to Nielsen Target Track,
Hispanics added an outstanding $14.5
billion to CPG sales in 2020 and grew
sales 1.4x faster than non-Hispanics
across every category, including
grocery, beauty, baby, and health. In
fact, they fueled 100% of the sales
growth for some of the beauty, baby,
health, and grocery categories.
Hispanics continued to have a
significant impact on category sales
growth, driven by stocking up on frozen
and household items, making more
meals at home and continuing to buy
for larger households. 
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We also saw that for the first time,
Hispanics were the ones driving sales
growth in the frozen food department,
driving +27% of sales growth in 2020
(vs. +20% for NH).

As a result, Hispanics are outspending
the general market on food per month,
with an average monthly spend of
$298 vs. $265. Multiply that
significant difference times 12 months,
and you’re looking at a real prime
prospect for advertisers.”

Aside from a multitude of other
categories I believe these four
categories are where Live and VOD
shopping platforms can build and grow
a tremendous audience with the Latino
marketplace. And, because they are
part of the growing GenZ multicultural
population, what’s important is the
cultural relevance, tone and nuances
and not the language specifically.
Brands who want to gain traction need
to take notice and start servicing this
audience with Live and VOD
opportunities.

Baby Products: The Latino market has
shown remarkable growth in the baby
products category. Latino families
often place a high value on the well-
being and development of their
children. Live and VOD shopping
platforms provide an avenue for
showcasing culturally relevant and
inclusive baby products, 

offering a personalized shopping
experience that resonates with Latino
parents’ needs and preferences.

Beauty: Latinos are known for their
passion for beauty and self-expression.
They embrace a wide range of beauty
traditions and products that cater to
their diverse skin tones, hair types, and
cultural influences. Live and VOD
shopping platforms can leverage this
enthusiasm by featuring beauty
experts who provide personalized
beauty consultations, tutorials, and
recommendations for Latino
consumers seeking products that align
with their unique needs.

Cooking: Latino cuisine is rich in
flavors, spices, and traditions that hold
a special place in the hearts of Latino
consumers. Cooking-related products
and experiences tailored to Latino
tastes and culinary customs have
immense potential in the live and VOD
shopping space. By featuring renowned
Latino chefs, cooking demonstrations,
and curated ingredient bundles,
businesses can tap into the passion for
Latino cuisine and create an immersive
shopping experience.
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Music: Music is an integral part of
Latino culture and identity. Latinos
have a deep appreciation for a variety
of music genres, including Latin music,
which has gained mainstream
popularity in recent years. Live and
VOD shopping platforms can capitalize
on this by featuring live performances,
exclusive releases, and merchandise
from Latino artists. By connecting
music with the shopping experience,
businesses can create a unique and
engaging environment that resonates
with Latino music enthusiasts.

As a result, Hispanics are outspending
the general market on food per month,
with an average monthly spend of
$298 vs. $265. Multiply that
significant difference times 12 months,
and you’re looking at a real prime
prospect for advertisers.”
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Conclusion
The Latino market represents an
incredible opportunity in the live and
VOD shopping landscape. By
understanding the cultural nuances,
embracing diversity, and offering
authentic experiences, businesses can
tap into the immense potential of the
Latino market. Through innovative live
and VOD shopping platforms, brands
can connect with Latino consumers on
a deeper level, driving higher
engagement, loyalty, and spending
within this influential and vibrant
consumer group.



Live shopping provides brands with a
unique opportunity to showcase their
products or services in an interactive
and engaging manner. By creating an
immersive experience for viewers,
brands can build brand awareness,
foster trust, and strengthen their
positioning in the market. 

The real-time nature of live shopping
allows brands to highlight product
features, address customer concerns,
and provide instant feedback, resulting
in enhanced customer satisfaction and
an overall positive brand perception.

CHAPTER 2

Boosting Brand Performance:

In the ever-evolving world of digital
marketing, brands are constantly
seeking innovative ways to connect
with their target audience and drive
business growth. One such method
that has gained significant traction is
live shopping. Combining the elements
of e-commerce and real-time
entertainment, live shopping has
proven to have a measurable impact on
brand performance, revenue
generation, viewer engagement, and
conversion rates. In this article, we will
delve into the tangible benefits of live
shopping and explore how it is
transforming the marketing landscape.

THE MEASURABLE IMPACT OF LIVE SHOPPING
WITH BRANDS

Revenue Generation:

One of the most significant advantages
of live shopping is its direct impact on
revenue generation. By leveraging the
power of real-time interaction and
storytelling, brands can create a sense
of urgency and exclusivity, driving
viewers to make immediate purchasing
decisions. Limited-time offers, flash
sales, and exclusive promotions during
live shopping sessions incentivize
viewers to take action, resulting in
increased sales and revenue for
brands. The seamless integration of
transactional capabilities within live
shopping platforms further facilitates
a frictionless buying experience for
consumers.
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Live shopping has a remarkable impact
on conversion rates, thanks to its
ability to create a sense of urgency and
drive immediate action. The
combination of compelling content,
limited-time offers, and real-time
interaction significantly increases the
likelihood of viewers converting into
customers. 

Moreover, the transparency and
authenticity of live shopping sessions
build trust, reducing purchase
hesitations and cart abandonment
rates. By optimizing their live shopping
strategies based on real-time data and
viewer feedback, brands can
continually improve conversion rates
and maximize their return on
investment.

Conversion Rates:

Viewer Engagement:
Live shopping captivates audiences
through interactive features such as live
chat, Q&A sessions, and polls. This direct
engagement fosters a sense of
community and connection, encouraging
viewers to actively participate and share
their thoughts and opinions. Brands can
leverage this viewer engagement to
gather valuable insights, understand
consumer preferences, and refine their
offerings accordingly. The interactive
nature of live shopping sessions also
ensures higher viewer retention and
longer engagement durations,
maximizing the exposure of the brand
and its products.

Conclusion

Live shopping has emerged as a
powerful tool for brands to boost their
overall performance, generate revenue,
enhance viewer engagement, and
improve conversion rates. The ability to
create immersive experiences, foster
real-time interaction, and leverage the
psychology of urgency enables brands
to establish deeper connections with
their audience and drive tangible
business outcomes. 

As brands continue to navigate the
digital landscape, incorporating live
shopping into their marketing mix can
yield measurable results and
contribute to their long-term success.
By embracing the potential of live
shopping, brands can capitalize on its
ability to captivate viewers, convert
them into loyal customers, and stay
ahead in today’s competitive
marketplace.
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In recent years, China has witnessed a
revolutionary trend in marketing and e-
commerce: live selling talent. This
innovative approach has taken the
world by storm and redefined the way
brands interact with consumers. Live
selling, a concept where products are
showcased and sold through live-
streaming sessions, has become a
massive industry in China, driven by
charismatic personalities known as
“live selling talents.”

Live selling talent emerged as a
natural progression in China’s fast-
paced e-commerce landscape. With
the widespread adoption of
smartphones, social media, and e-
commerce platforms, live streaming
became an integral part of consumers’
daily lives. Realizing the potential of
this medium, many entrepreneurs and
brands turned to live streaming as a
way to connect with their audience in a
more interactive and engaging manner.

BUILDING A TALENT POOL OF LIVE SELLERS:
MERGING TRADITIONAL METHODS TO REACH
A NEW “DIGITAL-FIRST” AUDIENCE

CHAPTER 3
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As U.S. businesses seek to tap into this
growing trend, merging the traditional
methods of QVC and HSN with a
younger digital audience can create a
robust talent pool of live sellers.

Live selling talents possess a unique
set of skills that make them successful
in this field. First and foremost, they
are excellent communicators who can
effortlessly engage their audience with
humor, energy, and relatability. They
possess an innate understanding of
their target market, allowing them to
tailor their presentations to appeal to
specific demographics.

Furthermore, these talents are well-
versed in the products they promote.
Their deep knowledge of the items
enables them to provide accurate
information and answer questions,
building trust with their audience.
Additionally, they are skilled at
creating a sense of urgency, often
offering limited-time deals and
exclusive discounts to encourage
immediate purchases.
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CHAPTER 3

As part of my ongoing research, I
recently spoke with veteran Livestream
Shopping Host, Dawn Chubai, Principal
of Live Selling School.

Beyond just coaching talent on how to
become the best Live Shopping host
possible, Dawn brings 20+ years of
experience in front of the camera
selling products for a wide variety of
brands and driving the coveted dollar-
per-minute into the stratosphere.

Because she understands first-hand
what it takes, she also recognizes that
in order to gain those specific skills one
must be trained and coached over a
period of time. In addition, she called
out the fact that most companies do
not have the internal talent to host Live
Shopping sales and many
influencers/creators are not equipped
properly to drive sales effectively
either.

For example, influencers with a very
large following do not necessarily
equate to larger sales. Brands are
starting to figure this out and have had
a rough year spending heavily on highly
paid talent and then are disappointed
with the results and low ROI.

“Of course, they are disappointed, said
Dawn. How can you expect an
influencer who is using social media to
post about their lives, upload videos
and sometimes hawk products with an
affiliate code, to understand the art
[and science] behind live selling? 

Dawn shares the proven sales
strategies and talent techniques
employed in TV Home Shopping but
streamlines and updates them to a
relevant model for Livestream
Shopping and Video Commerce.
Influencers, Ambassadors and KOLs
are offered insight and tools to
enhance their sales skills in livestream
shopping by strategizing event show
flow, developing impactful pitches,
cultivating authenticity, and effectively
anchoring the event (and getting that
hard to convert customer to finally
“add-to-cart”).

The success of this phenomenon has
even sparked interest and adoption
globally and it’s only going to grow.
As technology continues to advance,
and e-commerce becomes increasingly
intertwined with social media, it is
likely that live selling talent will
continue to play a prominent role in
shaping the future of retail and the
need for this type of talent will grow
exponentially the U.S.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dawnchubai/
https://livesellingschool.com/
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Conclusion
China’s live selling talent has redefined
the marketing landscape,
revolutionizing how products are
promoted and sold to consumers. Their
charismatic personalities, deep product
knowledge, and interactive live-
streaming sessions have created an
unprecedented shopping experience
for Chinese consumers. 



Amplifying Awareness:
Live shopping provides an ideal
platform to create widespread
awareness about various charitable
causes. 

By partnering with charitable
organizations, businesses can host live
shopping events specifically dedicated
to raising awareness about social
issues, environmental concerns, health
initiatives, and more. 

These events can feature guest
speakers, experts, or beneficiaries who
share their stories, shedding light on
the importance of the cause. The real-
time nature of live shopping captivates
viewers, allowing them to engage
emotionally and develop a deeper
connection with the cause.

Engaging and Educating Viewers:
One of the greatest strengths of live
shopping lies in its ability to engage
and educate viewers. During live
shopping events for charity, hosts can
seamlessly integrate educational
content related to the cause into their
presentations. 

CHAPTER 4

Live shopping, the innovative fusion of
e-commerce and real-time video
streaming, has gained immense
popularity in recent years. It offers a
unique shopping experience by
allowing consumers to interact with
hosts, ask questions, and make
purchases in real-time. Beyond its
commercial potential, live shopping
holds remarkable possibilities for
promoting charitable causes and
raising funds for organizations
dedicated to making a positive impact
in society. In this article, we explore
how live shopping can be effectively
utilized to support charitable initiatives
and create a win-win scenario for
businesses, consumers, and the causes
they care about.

THE POWER OF LIVE SHOPPING: HARNESSING
ITS POTENTIAL TO SUPPORT CHARITABLE
CAUSES
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Additionally, partnering with other
companies that align with the cause
can contribute to a collective effort to
raise funds. These partnerships not
only boost the reach and visibility of
the charity event but also highlight the
shared commitment to social
responsibility.

This can include sharing statistics,
facts, and personal anecdotes that
drive home the significance of the
cause. By providing informative and
thought-provoking content, live
shopping transforms viewers into
informed advocates who are more
likely to support the cause beyond the
shopping event.

Encouraging Direct Donations:
Live shopping offers an immediate and
convenient way for viewers to
contribute to charitable causes. Hosts
can incorporate various methods for
viewers to make direct donations
during the live stream, such as
displaying links to donation platforms,
sharing QR codes, or providing text-to-
donate options. By making the donation
process seamless and accessible, live
shopping removes barriers and
encourages viewers to contribute
generously in real-time. 

The transparency and accountability of
live shopping events enhance the trust
and confidence viewers have in the
impact of their donations. 

Leveraging Partnerships:
Businesses can leverage their brand
influence and partnerships to further
maximize the impact of live shopping
for charity. Collaborating with
influencers, celebrities, or social media
personalities can help attract a larger
audience to the live shopping events.
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Measuring Impact:
Transparency is crucial in building trust
and maintaining the integrity of
charitable initiatives. Live shopping
platforms can provide real-time
metrics and analytics to showcase the
impact of fundraising efforts. This
transparency allows businesses,
consumers, and charitable
organizations to track and measure the
funds raised, ensuring that the money
is being used effectively and efficiently
for the intended cause. The ability to
see tangible results in real-time can
further motivate participants to
continue supporting charitable
endeavors through live shopping.

Conclusion
Live shopping has the potential to
revolutionize charitable fundraising by
combining the power of technology,
entertainment, and philanthropy. 

By harnessing the captivating nature of
live streaming, businesses can amplify
awareness, engage viewers, facilitate
direct donations, and leverage
partnerships to support charitable
causes effectively.



The seamless integration of commerce
and social impact through live
shopping creates a unique synergy that
benefits all stakeholders involved. As
this innovative approach continues to
evolve, live shopping stands poised to
reshape the philanthropic landscape
and make a meaningful difference in
society.
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In today’s fast-paced digital
landscape, brands are constantly
seeking innovative ways to capture the
attention of their target audience
during product launches. While
traditional digital media campaigns on
social platforms have been the go-to
strategy for years, a new trend has
emerged with the potential to
revolutionize the way brands introduce
their products: Live Shopping. In this
article, we will explore how Live
Shopping can be a game-changer
when compared to traditional digital
media campaigns for product launches.

Creating Immersive Experiences: Live
Shopping allows brands to create
immersive and interactive experiences
that engage customers in real-time.
Unlike traditional digital media
campaigns that rely on static content,
Live Shopping brings products to life
through product demonstrations,
behind-the-scenes 

 stories, and interactive Q&A sessions.
This dynamic approach captures
viewers’ attention and creates a sense
of urgency to make immediate
purchases. 

Authenticity and Social Proof: Live
Shopping offers an authentic and
transparent platform for brands to
showcase their products. By
demonstrating products in real-time,
addressing viewer questions, and
sharing customer testimonials, brands
build trust and credibility. Viewers can
witness the product’s features,
benefits, and quality firsthand,
enhancing their confidence in making a
purchase. The social proof generated
during Live Shopping events, such as
real-time comments and user-
generated content, further validates
the brand’s claims and influences
potential customers.

CHAPTER 5

LIVE SHOPPING VS. TRADITIONAL DIGITAL
MEDIA: A NEW ERA OF PRODUCT LAUNCHES
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Cost-Effective Reach: Traditional
digital media campaigns often require
substantial investments in advertising
budgets to reach a broad audience and
in recent years the return on
advertising spend [ROAS] has
continued to plummet. Live Shopping,
on the other hand, can offer cost-
effective reach. By utilizing existing
social media platforms or dedicated
Live Shopping platforms, brands can
leverage their organic reach and
engage with their loyal followers.
Additionally, collaborations with
influencers or brand ambassadors
during Live Shopping events can
extend the brand’s reach without the
hefty price tag of traditional influencer
partnerships.

Real-Time Engagement: One of the
key advantages of Live Shopping is the
ability to engage with viewers in real-
time. Unlike traditional digital media
campaigns that rely on scheduled
posts or pre-recorded videos, Live
Shopping allows for immediate
interaction and feedback. Viewers can
ask questions, receive instant
responses, and participate in polls or
giveaways. This level of interactivity
not only creates a sense of community
but also helps brands understand their
customers’ needs and preferences
better.

Fostering a Sense of Exclusivity: Live
Shopping events can be positioned as
exclusive opportunities for customers
to be the first to experience a brand’s
latest products. By promoting the
event in advance and offering exclusive
deals or limited-time offers, brands
generate a sense of exclusivity and
urgency. This motivates viewers to tune
in and make immediate purchases,
creating a buzz around the product
launch and driving sales.

Leveraging User-Generated Content:
Live Shopping events often generate
user-generated content, such as
viewers sharing their experiences,
purchases, and feedback on social
media. Brands can capitalize on this
content by encouraging viewers to use
specific hashtags or tag the brand in
their posts. User-generated content
acts as valuable social proof, extending
the reach of the brand beyond the Live
Shopping event and driving further
engagement and conversions.

Access to Zero and First Party Data:
Unlike advertising in social platforms
or selling via retail where little to any
consumer data is shared back with the
brand, Live Shopping not only gathers
data about the number of consumers
who attend the event, shop and
interact, it is also a way for brands to
gather the holy grail of data — zero
and first party user data. 
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Having access to real-time sales and
shopping behavior and then adding or
layering on additional data points,
helps a brand uncover nuggets of data
about their consumer base and the
ability to instantly react, re-engage and
create personalized offers and new
micro targeted campaigns.

Create Quick Consumer/Brand Tests:
Live Shopping is a quick way to take
the pulse of your consumer base and
can be leveraged as a quick and
effective tool to test out new offers,
gather data about a new product
launch, better understand consumer
preferences and even test out price
elasticity.
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Conclusion
As the digital landscape continues to
evolve, brands must adapt their
product launch strategies to capture
the attention and engage their target
audience effectively. Live Shopping
provides a unique and interactive
platform that offers a refreshing
alternative to traditional digital media
campaigns. With its immersive
experiences, authenticity, real-time
engagement, cost-effective reach, and
ability to foster a sense of exclusivity,
Live Shopping is poised to reshape the
way brands introduce their products to
the world. Embracing this new trend
can be a transformative step for brands
looking to make a lasting impact in the
market.



Live shopping, an emerging trend that
combines entertainment, e-commerce,
and social interaction, has been
revolutionizing the retail landscape. As
consumers seek more immersive and
engaging shopping experiences,
retailers have turned to live streaming
to bridge the gap between online and
offline shopping. The integration of
Artificial Intelligence (AI) into the live
shopping segment promises to further
elevate this shopping phenomenon and
redefine the way we shop.

Hyper-Personalized
Recommendations:
AI-powered algorithms can analyze
vast amounts of user data, including
browsing history, purchase behavior,
and preferences, to provide highly
personalized product
recommendations during live shopping
events. 

By tailoring product suggestions to
individual interests, AI ensures a more
relevant and enjoyable shopping
experience for consumers, increasing
the likelihood of making a purchase.
These AI-driven recommendations not
only benefit consumers but also
empower retailers with valuable
insights into consumer behavior,
enabling them to fine-tune their
product offerings and marketing
strategies.

Automated Content Creation:
Creating compelling and engaging live
shopping content can be time-
consuming and resource-intensive. AI-
powered content creation tools can
help automate the process, generating
product descriptions, video scripts, and
visually appealing graphics tailored to
specific target audiences. This
streamlines content production,
enabling hosts to focus on delivering an
engaging presentation rather than
spending excessive time on
preparation.

CHAPTER 6

THE EVOLUTION OF LIVE SHOPPING:
EMBRACING THE AI REVOLUTION
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Intelligent Audience Targeting:
AI algorithms can analyze vast
amounts of user data, such as browsing
behavior, purchase history, and social
media interactions, to identify potential
customers and their preferences. By
understanding audience preferences,
live shopping platforms can efficiently
target and segment their audience,
delivering relevant content to the right
people at the right time. This leads to
increased engagement, higher
conversion rates, and a more satisfying
shopping experience.

Enhanced Real-Time Analytics:
With AI, live shopping platforms can
collect and process real-time data
about viewer engagement, product
popularity, and conversion rates. This
information allows hosts and retailers
to understand what resonates with
their audience, identify potential pain
points, and adapt their strategies
accordingly.

AI’s ability to analyze data and identify
patterns makes it an invaluable tool for
predicting customer behavior and
market trends. By leveraging this
predictive power, live shopping
platforms can develop more effective
marketing and sales strategies,
including targeted promotions, flash
sales, and exclusive deals. These
strategies can drive engagement,
create a sense of urgency, and boost
overall sales during live shopping
events.

Efficient Inventory Management:
AI can optimize inventory management
by predicting demand patterns based
on historical data and ongoing live
shopping events. This helps retailers to
stock the right products in the right
quantities, avoiding overstocking or
understocking issues. By efficiently
managing inventory, live shopping
platforms can ensure a seamless
shopping experience for customers,
minimizing the risk of product
unavailability and increasing overall
customer satisfaction.

Intelligent Chatbots and Customer
Support:
AI-powered chatbots have already
become instrumental in improving
customer service across various
industries. In the context of live
shopping, chatbots can efficiently
handle customer inquiries during
events, providing instant responses to
frequently asked questions and
offering assistance with orders.
The use of AI chatbots can significantly
reduce response times and ensure that
each customer receives prompt and
accurate support, leading to higher
customer satisfaction and increased
trust in the live shopping platform.

Virtual Try-On and Augmented Reality
(AR):
One of the challenges of online
shopping is the inability to physically
try on products. However, AI-driven
virtual try-on solutions and AR
technologies are changing this
narrative. 
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Through facial recognition and body
mapping algorithms, consumers can
virtually try on clothing, accessories,
and even makeup products during live
shopping events.

This immersive and interactive
experience not only enhances
consumer confidence in making
purchases but also provides a fun and
engaging element to the live shopping
process.

Dynamic Pricing and Flash Sales:
AI algorithms can analyze real-time
market demand and consumer behavior
to optimize pricing strategies. Live
shopping platforms can implement
dynamic pricing, adjusting product
prices in response to demand
fluctuations, inventory levels, and other
relevant factors.

Furthermore, AI can facilitate flash
sales and limited-time offers, creating
a sense of urgency and excitement
among viewers, encouraging
immediate purchases, and driving sales
for both hosts and retailers.
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Conclusion:
As AI technology continues to evolve,
we can expect live shopping to become
an even more indispensable part of the
retail landscape, providing consumers
with unforgettable shopping
experiences and retailers with valuable
insights to enhance their offerings and
boost sales. As we embrace the AI
revolution, the future of live shopping
holds great promise for all
stakeholders involved.



In recent years, the retail landscape
has been transformed by the
emergence of live shopping
experiences. A powerful convergence
of technology, social media, and e-
commerce has given rise to an
engaging and interactive shopping
trend that appeals to the modern
consumer. As large companies that sell
licensed sportswear, sports
collectibles, NFTs (Non-Fungible
Tokens), trading cards, and sports
merchandise look to stay ahead in this
ever-evolving market, integrating live
shopping into their strategies presents
a game-changing opportunity. In this
article, we will explore the potential
benefits, challenges, and successful
examples of live shopping integration
within the sports retail industry.

Understanding Live Shopping
Live shopping involves streaming real-
time content to showcase products and
services, providing consumers with an 

interactive and immersive shopping
experience. This dynamic approach
allows retailers to connect directly
with their audience, answer questions,
demonstrate product features, and
create a sense of urgency that
stimulates immediate purchases.

Benefits of Live Shopping Integration

Enhanced Consumer Engagement: Live
shopping captivates audiences through
interactive features, such as live chats
and Q&A sessions, fostering a deeper
connection between the brand and its
customers. This heightened
engagement can lead to increased
brand loyalty and customer retention.

Real-Time Product Demonstration:
Sports merchandise often has unique
features that can be better conveyed
through live demonstrations. 
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Whether it’s showcasing the
authenticity of licensed sportswear or
the rarity of limited edition NFTs and
trading cards, live shopping provides
an opportunity to present these
products in their best light.

Creating FOMO (Fear of Missing Out):
By introducing limited-time offers or
exclusive products during live sessions,
retailers can create a sense of urgency
among viewers, encouraging them to
make on-the-spot purchases to avoid
missing out on sought-after items.

Leveraging Influencer Marketing:
Collaborating with sports personalities,
athletes, or influencers to host live
shopping events can significantly
boost visibility and credibility, as fans
are more likely to trust
recommendations from their favorite
stars.

Instant Feedback and Market Insights:
Live shopping sessions enable
companies to receive immediate
feedback from consumers, gaining
valuable insights into their
preferences, pain points, and
expectations. This feedback loop can
help refine products and strategies to
better cater to the target audience.

Challenges to Overcome
Technological Infrastructure:
Implementing live shopping requires
robust technological infrastructure,
including reliable streaming platforms
and high-quality video production.
Companies must invest in the right
tools and personnel to ensure seamless
execution.

Inventory Management: The success
of live shopping events can lead to
unexpected spikes in demand.
Retailers must carefully manage their
inventory to avoid stockouts and
ensure a smooth shopping experience
for customers.

Data Privacy and Security: Live
shopping involves real-time
interactions, which may pose data
privacy and security concerns.
Companies must implement strong
measures to protect customer
information and secure their platforms
from potential threats

Balancing Authenticity and Sales: Live
shopping should be engaging and
entertaining while still providing
relevant product information. Striking
the right balance between
entertainment and sales pitches is
essential to avoid coming across as
overly promotional.
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Successful Examples of Live Shopping
in Sports Retail

Nike’s SNKRS Live: Nike’s SNKRS app
has incorporated live shopping events,
offering sneaker enthusiasts the
opportunity to join interactive sessions
hosted by athletes, designers, and
influencers. This strategy has
effectively created buzz around
limited-edition releases and boosted
user engagement.

Fanatics Live App: a place for fans to
purchase sports collectibles and
merchandise while also watching
exclusive content. The app is available
in North America via the App Store with
web and Android versions coming later
this year, according to the company.
Users can discover new content and
get curated content based on their
interests, while sellers run their
broadcast through “LiveOS,” which
provides stream management, logistics
and operations.

Topps Digital Sports Collectibles:
Topps, a renowned sports collectibles
company, has ventured into the NFT
space by hosting live NFT drops. These
events attract collectors and sports
enthusiasts alike, creating a sense of
exclusivity around digital collectibles.

Adidas’ Virtual Stadium: Adidas
launched a virtual stadium experience
where customers can attend live
shopping events and product launches.
This innovative approach combines the
thrill of live events with the
convenience of online shopping.

Conclusion
The integration of live shopping into
the strategies of large sports retail
companies has the potential to
revolutionize the way sports
merchandise and collectibles are sold.
By leveraging the power of real-time
interactions, engaging content, and
influential personalities, these
companies can deepen customer
relationships, boost sales, and stay
ahead in a competitive market.
However, it is crucial for them to
address the technological, logistical,
and security challenges while
maintaining authenticity to create a
truly immersive and successful live
shopping experience. As the retail
landscape continues to evolve,
embracing live shopping is no longer an
option but a necessity for sports retail
giants to remain relevant and thrive in
the digital age.
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In recent years, there has been a
significant surge in the growth of the
sexual wellness industry, particularly
with the emergence of innovative
technologies and products designed to
cater to diverse needs. However, a
striking disparity exists when it comes
to advertising and promoting these
products. While male sexual
enhancement products often thrive
with minimal restrictions, female-
focused sexual wellness brands and
sextech companies frequently
encounter hurdles in advertising on
traditional social media platforms. This
has led to an opportunity towards
utilizing live shopping platforms as a
viable alternative to reach their target
audience and empower consumers
with comprehensive sexual wellness
solutions.

The Gender Bias in Advertising
The struggle faced by female-focused
sexual wellness brands in promoting
their products on social media is rooted
in the inherent bias and double
standards that persist. Platforms that
allow male sexual enhancement
products to flourish often place
stringent restrictions on content
related to female sexual health,
pleasure, and empowerment. This
gender-based discrimination not only
perpetuates societal taboos but also
hampers the progress towards a more
inclusive and open dialogue about
sexual wellness. In response, some
brands have chosen to take legal action
to challenge these practices.

Enter Live Shopping Platforms: A
Promising Alternative
Live shopping platforms offer a
dynamic solution to the advertising
challenges faced by female-focused
sexual wellness brands. T
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hese platforms, which combine live
video streaming and e-commerce,
provide an interactive and engaging
space for brands to showcase their
products, explain their benefits, and
interact directly with potential
customers. The visual and real-time
nature of live shopping creates an
immersive experience that enables
brands to bridge the gap left by
traditional social media.

Advantages of Live Shopping for
Sextech and Female Focused Brands

Direct Interaction: Live shopping
allows brands to directly engage with
their audience, answer questions in real
time, and dispel myths or
misconceptions related to sexual
wellness. This level of personal
interaction fosters trust and promotes
informed decision-making.

Education and Empowerment: Female-
focused sexual wellness brands often
prioritize education as a core
component of their marketing strategy.
Live shopping platforms enable them
to provide in-depth information about
their products, thereby fostering a
more informed and empowered
customer base.

Visual Presentation: Sexual wellness
products, especially those designed
with innovation and discretion in mind,
can be better appreciated through
visual demonstration. 

Live shopping provides an opportunity
to showcase the features and benefits
of these products effectively.

Community Building: Live shopping
can create a sense of community
among viewers who share common
interests and concerns related to
sexual wellness. Brands can cultivate a
safe and inclusive space for open
conversations and support.

Less Restrictive Policies: While some
live shopping platforms may still have
guidelines, they tend to be more open-
minded and adaptable compared to
traditional social media platforms. This
allows female-focused brands to
promote their products without
encountering undue censorship.

Best Practices for Successful Live
Shopping Campaigns

Authenticity: Brands should approach
live shopping with authenticity and
transparency. Being genuine and
honest about the benefits and
limitations of their products fosters
trust.

Engagement: Interacting with viewers
in real time is key. Addressing
questions, concerns, and feedback
promptly can significantly enhance the
shopping experience.

Education: Providing valuable
information and insights about sexual
wellness in general, alongside product-
specific details, positions the brand as
a reliable source of knowledge.
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Visual Appeal: High-quality visuals and
effective presentation techniques can
captivate the audience and showcase
the product’s unique features.

Having Fun: Talking about or sharing
your sexual needs and desires is still
very taboo amongst many women.
Striking a balance between providing
educational information and being
playful and open in answering
questions creates trust and drives
brand activation.
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Conclusion
Live shopping platforms offer a fresh
and promising avenue for female-
focused sexual wellness brands and
sextech companies to overcome the
challenges posed by traditional social
media advertising. By embracing these
platforms, brands can directly connect
with their audience, promote education
and empowerment, and foster open
conversations about sexual wellness.
As the landscape of digital marketing
evolves, live shopping stands out as a
beacon of progress, ensuring that the
benefits of sexual wellness are
accessible to all, regardless of gender
or societal biases.



The emergence of Web3, the
decentralized and user-centric internet
powered by blockchain technology,
promises to redefine the way we
interact and transact online. As the
world increasingly embraces this new
era of the internet, the live shopping
segment is poised to witness a
significant transformation. Web3’s
decentralized architecture and
enhanced security features hold the
potential to revolutionize live shopping
experiences, providing consumers with
unparalleled engagement,
personalization, and trust.

Seamless and Transparent
Transactions:
Web3’s decentralized nature removes
the need for intermediaries, enabling
peer-to-peer transactions between
buyers and sellers. With blockchain
technology at its core, live shopping
platforms can ensure transparent and
tamper-proof transactions. 

Consumers can verify product
authenticity, track the supply chain,
and gain complete visibility into the
purchasing process, enhancing trust
and reducing the risk of counterfeit
products.

Ownership and NFT Integration:
Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) have
gained popularity in the art and
collectibles space, but they hold
immense potential for live shopping
experiences as well. With NFT
integration, consumers can have
verifiable ownership of digital goods
and limited-edition products
showcased during live shopping
events. From virtual fashion items to
exclusive in-game content, NFTs will
revolutionize the concept of ownership
and create a sense of rarity and
exclusivity for consumers.

Community-Driven Live Shopping:
Web3 fosters the creation of
decentralized communities where
participants have a say in platform
governance and decision-making. 

CHAPTER 9
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In the context of live shopping, this
means consumers can actively
participate in product selection, event
planning, and even profit-sharing
models. Community-driven live
shopping platforms encourage active
engagement, brand loyalty, and a
sense of belonging, creating a unique
and rewarding shopping experience.

Enhanced Personalization with User
Data Control:
Web3’s user-centric approach
empowers consumers to control their
data and share it only with entities
they trust. Live shopping platforms can
leverage this control to provide highly
personalized product
recommendations and targeted
promotions without compromising user
privacy. As users willingly share
relevant data, AI algorithms can
understand preferences better,
leading to more accurate and
delightful shopping experiences.

Gamification and Rewards:
Web3 introduces tokenization and
smart contracts, enabling live
shopping platforms to implement
gamification elements and rewards for
user engagement. By participating in
live shopping events, consumers can
earn tokens or loyalty rewards that can
be used for discounts, exclusive
access, or even exchanged for other
products. 

This gamified approach enhances
customer retention and fosters a sense
of excitement and exploration during
live shopping experiences.

Enhanced Augmented Reality (AR) and
Virtual Reality (VR):
Web3’s decentralized infrastructure
allows for more efficient and secure AR
and VR integrations in live shopping.
Consumers can virtually try on
products, explore immersive 3D
showrooms, and experience a more
interactive and lifelike shopping
environment. This level of engagement
boosts consumer confidence and
reduces returns, leading to a more
seamless and enjoyable shopping
journey.

Conclusion:
The integration of Web3 into the live
shopping segment represents an
exciting leap forward in the world of e-
commerce. Decentralization,
blockchain technology, NFTs, and user-
centricity will elevate live shopping
experiences, enhancing trust,
transparency, and engagement
between consumers and brands.
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In the fast-paced digital age, the world
of commerce has experienced a radical
transformation. Traditional brick-and-
mortar stores have been augmented by
the vast online marketplace, and
innovative technologies continue to
reshape the way we shop. One such
trend that has emerged prominently in
recent years is live shopping, where
real-time interactive experiences
connect sellers directly with
consumers. Interestingly, companies in
the direct selling industry, such as
Avon, have been quick to recognize the
potential of live shopping and are
leveraging their independent
representatives to become the original
influencers in this dynamic realm.

The Direct Selling Industry’s
Evolution:
The direct selling industry has a rich
history, dating back to the late 19th
century. Companies like Avon,
Tupperware, Oriflame, NuSkin and
Amway have played a significant role
in shaping this industry, offering
products and services through a
network of 

independent sales representatives,
often referred to as consultants or
distributors. In the past, these
representatives relied primarily on
face-to-face interactions, home
parties, and catalog sales to reach
potential customers.

However, with the advent of the
internet and the rise of e-commerce,
the direct selling industry faced new
challenges including COVID.
Traditional methods became less
effective as consumers shifted their
preferences towards convenient online
shopping experiences. To remain
relevant and competitive, companies
have had to embrace digital
transformation and explore innovative
ways to connect with their target
audience.

Live Shopping: A Game-Changer for
Direct Selling:
Live shopping, also known as
livestream shopping or social
commerce, has become a game-
changer for the direct selling industry. 
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It combines the benefits of online
shopping with the human touch of
face-to-face interactions, offering
customers a more engaging and
personalized experience.

By conducting live shopping sessions,
independent representatives can now
showcase their products in real-time,
allowing viewers to interact, ask
questions, and make purchases directly
during the broadcast. This level of
engagement creates a sense of
community and trust between the
representative and the customer,
effectively converting viewers into
loyal consumers.

The Power of Original Influencers:
In the world of social media,
influencers have become a driving
force in shaping consumer trends and
purchasing decisions. These social
media personalities often collaborate
with brands to promote products,
leveraging their large following to
generate sales. However, direct selling
companies are taking a different
approach by recognizing the inherent
potential of their independent
representatives as the original
influencers.

Unlike traditional influencers,
representatives have a unique
advantage: a strong and established
personal connection with their
customers. Over time, they have built
trust, credibility, and loyalty within
their network of clients, making them
authentic advocates for the products
they sell. This authenticity gives them
an edge over conventional influencers,
who may lack the genuine connection
that comes from long-term
relationships.

Benefits of Live Shopping for
Companies like Avon:

Amplified Engagement: Live shopping
sessions foster real-time interactions
between representatives and
consumers, leading to increased
engagement levels. The ability to
answer questions instantly and provide
personalized recommendations boosts
consumer confidence in making
informed purchase decisions.

Authenticity and Trust: Independent
representatives are genuine
enthusiasts for the products they sell,
and this authenticity resonates with
consumers. By leveraging this
authenticity through live shopping,
Avon’s representatives can build and
maintain trust with their audience.
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Expanding Market Reach: Live
shopping allows representatives to
transcend geographical boundaries,
enabling them to reach a broader
audience beyond their local territories.
This expansion of the market reach
opens up new opportunities for growth
and business development.

Enhanced Product Demonstration: Live
shopping sessions provide a platform
for dynamic and interactive product
demonstrations. Representatives can
showcase the features and benefits of
their offerings effectively, ensuring
customers have a comprehensive
understanding of the products.

. 

Conclusion:
As the direct selling industry evolves to
meet the demands of the digital era,
live shopping has emerged as a pivotal
tool in engaging with customers and
driving sales. Companies are
capitalizing on this trend, empowering
their independent representatives to
become the original influencers,
leveraging their authentic connections
to build trust and loyalty.

Live shopping not only fosters a sense
of community but also bridges the gap
between traditional face-to-face
interactions and modern e-commerce

As technology continues to advance, it
is clear that live shopping will continue
to shape the future of the direct selling
industry, transforming the way we shop
and interact with our favorite brands.
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The jewelry industry is no stranger to
innovation, and the emergence of live
and Video-On-Demand (VOD) shopping
platforms has provided a remarkable
opportunity for growth and customer
engagement. With the digital
revolution sweeping across industries,
jewelry retailers have embraced these
dynamic platforms to connect with
customers in real-time, showcase their
exquisite collections, and create
immersive shopping experiences. In
this article, we will explore the
transformative potential of live and
VOD shopping in the jewelry industry,
highlighting the benefits and
opportunities it brings to both retailers
and customers.

Real-time Interaction and
Engagement
One of the most significant advantages
of live shopping in the jewelry industry
is the ability to engage with customers
in real-time. 

Through live streams, retailers can
present their collections, demonstrate
product features, and answer
questions directly from viewers. This
interactive approach not only builds
trust but also allows retailers to
provide personalized recommendations
and guidance, replicating the in-store
shopping experience from the comfort
of the customer’s own home. By
fostering a sense of connection and
conversation, live shopping creates a
unique opportunity for jewelry retailers
to forge strong relationships with their
customers.

VOD Shopping: Convenience at Its
Finest
Video-On-Demand shopping has
revolutionized the way people discover
and purchase jewelry. By offering a
vast library of pre-recorded product
presentations and demonstrations,
retailers enable customers to explore
their collections at any time that suits
them. 
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VOD shopping empowers customers to
browse through various pieces,
compare options, and make informed
decisions at their own pace. This
flexibility ensures that jewelry
shopping aligns with the busy lifestyles
of modern consumers, allowing them to
seamlessly integrate it into their
routines. Additionally, VOD platforms
often provide detailed product
information, size guides, and customer
reviews, further enhancing the
convenience and confidence of online
jewelry purchases.

Showcasing the Beauty: Visual Appeal
in Live and VOD Shopping
Jewelry is an art form that relies
heavily on visual appeal, and live and
VOD shopping platforms excel in
showcasing the intricate beauty of
each piece. Through high-definition
videos, close-ups, and different camera
angles, these platforms capture the
essence and craftsmanship of jewelry,
allowing customers to admire the fine
details that might be easily missed in
traditional retail settings. This visual
immersion plays a pivotal role in driving
customer engagement and desire,
enabling retailers to create a
captivating shopping experience that
transcends physical limitations.

Expanding Reach and Building Brand
Loyalty
Live and VOD shopping platforms offer
jewelry retailers an unparalleled
opportunity to expand their reach and
tap into global markets. 

Unlike traditional brick-and-mortar
stores, these digital platforms break
down geographical barriers, allowing
retailers to connect with customers
worldwide. By leveraging the power of
social media integration, influencers,
and online advertising, retailers can
reach a broader audience and build
brand loyalty. The ability to directly
engage with customers fosters a
deeper connection and creates a sense
of community, ultimately turning
customers into brand advocates and
driving repeat purchases.

Conclusion
The advent of live and VOD shopping
has opened up exciting new horizons
for the jewelry industry. By embracing
these digital platforms, retailers can
engage customers in real-time, offer
unparalleled convenience, showcase
the beauty of their collections, and
build lasting brand loyalty. The power
of live interactions and immersive
visual experiences enables customers
to make informed purchasing
decisions, all while enjoying the
convenience of online shopping. As the
jewelry industry continues to evolve in
the digital era, it is clear that live and
VOD shopping will play an integral role
in shaping the future, creating
remarkable opportunities for retailers
and customers alike.
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The live video shopping industry has
witnessed remarkable growth and
innovation in recent years,
transforming the way consumers shop
online. As this sector continues to
evolve, consolidation has emerged as a
prevailing trend, with numerous
companies joining forces to strengthen
their market positions. In this article,
we explore the reasons behind the
consolidation in the live video shopping
segment and identify the need to
invest in and understand the critical
part that talent plays in the overall
development of the live shopping
industry.

Reasons for Consolidation:
Market Maturity and Competition: As
the live video shopping segment
matures, competition among platforms
intensifies. Consolidation allows
companies to combine their resources,
expertise, and user bases, creating
economies of scale and enhancing
their competitive advantage.

 By joining forces, they can leverage
their strengths, mitigate risks, and
expand their reach, ultimately
increasing their chances of success.

Diversification of Offerings:
Consolidation enables companies to
diversify their product offerings and
provide a comprehensive shopping
experience to their customers. By
merging with or acquiring
complementary platforms or brands,
businesses can expand their catalog,
access new markets, and tap into the
unique strengths and customer base of
the acquired entities. This
diversification helps companies stay
ahead in an increasingly competitive
landscape.

Enhanced Technological Capabilities:
Consolidation often results in the
pooling of technological resources and
expertise, allowing companies to
accelerate innovation and improve
their platforms. 
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By combining their research and
development efforts, businesses can
create cutting-edge features, such as
augmented reality try-ons,
personalized recommendations, and
interactive shopping experiences.
Enhanced technological capabilities
not only attract more customers but
also increase user engagement and
conversion rates.

Global Expansion: For companies
aiming to expand into new markets,
consolidation provides an effective
strategy. By partnering with or
acquiring entities that have
established footholds in different
regions, businesses can rapidly enter
new markets and capitalize on existing
distribution networks, customer
relationships, and local market
knowledge. Consolidation facilitates
international growth and enables
companies to tap into the vast
potential of global live video shopping.

Social Media Platforms & Live
Shopping:
While social media platforms initially
made significant strides in
incorporating live shopping features,
some of them have curtailed or scaled
back their efforts in this area. There are
several reasons behind this shift:

Technical Challenges: Implementing a
robust live shopping feature requires
substantial technical infrastructure
and resources. Social media platforms
encountered challenges in seamlessly
integrating live video streaming with
shopping functionalities. The
complexity of ensuring smooth video
streaming, real-time interaction, and
secure transaction processing might
have posed difficulties for some
platforms.

User Experience and Engagement:
Live shopping experiences on social
media platforms may not have
consistently delivered the desired user
experience and engagement levels.
Users may have found it disruptive or
intrusive when live shopping content
dominated their feeds. Balancing the
interests of both shoppers and non-
shoppers in a social media context is a
challenge, and platforms may have
decided to prioritize other types of
content to maintain user satisfaction.

Regulatory and Privacy Concerns:
Social media platforms have faced
increased scrutiny regarding data
privacy and user protection. Live
shopping involves transactions and
financial information sharing, which
raises additional privacy concerns.
Platforms may have curtailed their live
shopping features to address these
concerns and ensure compliance with
evolving regulations.
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Shifting Priorities and Strategies: The
competitive landscape and evolving
market trends often lead social media
platforms to adjust their priorities and
strategies. Platforms may have
reevaluated their focus and decided to
allocate resources to other features or
initiatives that align more closely with
their long-term vision and goals. Live
shopping may not have aligned with
their core business models or provided
the desired return on investment.

Market Dynamics and Partnerships:
Some social media platforms have
chosen to collaborate or form
partnerships with established e-
commerce and live shopping platforms
rather than developing and maintaining
their own features. By integrating with
specialized live shopping platforms,
they can leverage their existing user
bases and provide a seamless shopping
experience without investing heavily in
infrastructure and technology
development.

It is important to note that while some
social media platforms have scaled
back their live shopping efforts, others
continue to invest and innovate in this
space. The evolving nature of the live
shopping segment and the dynamic
strategies of social media platforms
mean that the landscape may shift
again in the future, with renewed
efforts and enhancements in live
shopping features.

Talent & Live Shopping:
Talent plays a crucial role in the
success of the live shopping segment.
Skilled and charismatic hosts,
influencers, and salespersons can
significantly impact the effectiveness
and engagement of live shopping
experiences. Here’s why talent is
important:

Building Trust and Connection:
Talented hosts have the ability to build
trust and establish a genuine
connection with the audience. They can
create an engaging and relatable
atmosphere, making viewers feel
comfortable and confident in their
purchase decisions. A trustworthy and
relatable host can bridge the gap
between the virtual shopping
experience and the consumer,
fostering a sense of authenticity and
reliability.

Product Knowledge and Presentation
Skills: Effective hosts possess in-depth
product knowledge and the ability to
present products in an engaging and
compelling manner. They can highlight
key features, demonstrate product
functionality, and communicate the
value proposition effectively. A
talented host can bring products to life,
providing viewers with valuable
insights and helping them make
informed purchasing decisions.

Entertainment Value: Live shopping
experiences should be entertaining and
enjoyable for viewers. 06
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Talented hosts can infuse creativity,
humor, and storytelling into their
presentations, capturing the
audience’s attention and creating a
memorable experience. By keeping
viewers engaged and entertained,
hosts increase the likelihood of
conversions and repeat viewership.

Audience Interaction and
Engagement: Live shopping relies on
audience interaction and engagement.
Talented hosts know how to engage
viewers through live chat, polls, Q&A
sessions, and interactive elements.
They can respond to questions, address
concerns, and provide personalized
recommendations, fostering a sense of
community and inclusivity. Skillful
audience management and interaction
skills are essential for creating a
positive and interactive shopping
environment.

Influencer Marketing Potential:
Influencers with a significant following
and influence can greatly impact the
success of live shopping. Their
established fan base and credibility
can attract a larger audience, resulting
in increased visibility and potential
sales. Collaborating with influential
personalities who align with the brand
or product being promoted can amplify
the reach and impact of live shopping
campaigns.

In summary, while there will be
considerable consolidation in the live
video shopping segment driven by
market maturity, increased
competition, diversification of
offerings, enhanced technological
capabilities, and global expansion,
there is still room for companies who
embrace and understand the talent is
of paramount importance in the live
shopping segment. Skilled hosts and
influencers bring trust, product
knowledge, entertainment value,
audience interaction, and influencer
marketing potential to the table.

Companies that successfully navigate
the consolidation process and leverage
their strengths are likely to thrive in the
next wave of the evolution of live
shopping.
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Business Strategy & GTM

EXPERTS & RESOUCES

A LIST OF VETTED PLATFORMS, PEOPLE AND
RESOURCES THAT YOU NEED TO HELP BUILD A
SUCCESSFUL LIVE SHOPPING STRATEGY

05

GenZ & Multicultural

Brand building: creative,
positioning, brand values
Developing strategy for New
Majority Growth
Go-to-market narrative, product
launch, new customer acquisition,
and marketing/comms
Creative narrative for your
business' DE&I & Sustainability
Efforts 
Turning data into actionable
insights 
Digital / social media strategy

Jacqueline Hernandez, CEO 
New Majority Ready
Ex-COO Telemundo, Ex-CMO NBCU
info@newmajorityready.com

We help businesses and brands
connect with the New Majority in
meaningful, authentic, and relevant
ways. 

We do this by working with businesses
on their marketing content and
storytelling:

Live Shopping/Selling Strategy
GTM Plans
Identify & Hire Senior Talent
CXO services to Family Offices, PE
Firms, and Start-up Enterprises. 
Strategic Partnerships
Investment / M&A Support

Cynthia Nelson, CEO 
Luminacion
cynelson2001@gmail.com 
www.luminacionlc.com 
Leading Expert in Digital Commerce  
& Live Shopping , Forbes Contributor

We help our clients set their strategic
direction, develop their marketing and
sales capabilities, and connect their
organization to realize the full
potential of today’s omnichannel
opportunities. 

We work alongside these companies to
help them create their vision, refine
their goals and launch successful
businesses.
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EXPERTS & RESOUCES

05

Talent Acquisition & Training

Dawn Chubai, CEO
www.livesellingschool

Featured host Nationally on Television
screens for the last 23 years. In 2017, I
took those On Camera Hosting skills
and actively immersed myself in the
dynamic realms of TV Home Shopping
and Live Selling Platforms.

Drawing from my rich background, I
launched Live Selling School and
developed my signature Home
Shopping Host (HSH) Method of Live
Selling. This platform allows me to
share my professional tips on
becoming comfortable on camera,
while also teaching you the essential
skills and livestream sales strategies
necessary to convert more customers
from in-person shopping to e-
commerce.

I want to equip you with the knowledge
and techniques to maximize your
product's sales potential in the digital,
social, and livestream shopping realms.

AI & ML in Live Shopping

Hazel Steward, COO, Binj
Hazel@binj.com 
www.binj.com 

Binj is a global platform shaping the
future of viewership and data. We
facilitate and simplify billions of
conversations around the film and TV
industries to help inform viewers on
what to watch; and we hold an
industry-changing intelligence,
insights, and data center that allows
streaming platforms and broadcasters
to understand who their viewers are
and how they can expand their
audience.

Binj is your community that solves the
problem of what to watch, by letting
you discover, navigate, rate, and curate
your TV & film choices. Get
suggestions on what to Binj from our
comprehensive database of over +5
million titles, learn where to Binj it
across your video services, rate how
you feel from our range of emojis, see
what others are binjing, and share your
Binj lists with others.
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Live Shopping Platforms

www.bambuser.com
www.talkshoplive.com
www.firework.com
www.stageten.tv
www.revovideo.com
www.elisa.io 
www.livescale.com
www.belive.sg

EXPERTS & RESOUCES

05

Web3 and Live Shopping

Mike Coner, CEO
www.automaticslims.com 
Imagine a world where commerce
transcends physical boundaries, and
brands, events, and influencers
converge in a vibrant virtual realm.
Welcome to Automatic Slims
Metaverse Marketplace, where Web3
technology is redefining the way we
shop, connect, and engage in the
digital age.

The Power of Web3 Live Shopping
Web3 technology empowers
Automatic Slims Metaverse
Marketplace with its decentralized,
transparent, and secure nature. Users
can shop, engage, and participate in a
dynamic economy that transcends
traditional commerce. Smart contracts
ensure trust and authenticity, paving
the way for a new era of shopping
where value creation extends far
beyond the transaction.

Live Shopping Platforms for  the
Direct Selling Industry

www.bambuser.com 
www.streamstyle.com 
www.streamyard.com 
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